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Teaching and Learning 
 
 
VISION STATEMENT 

To make Oldhill Community School and Children’s Centre a thriving hub that promotes inclusive teaching, learning and 
achievement within the ethos of mutual respect for all- promoting the motto: 

‘Proudly Achieving Together’. 

Our Aim 

Proudly Achieving Together: We expect every child to make the best possible progress in every lesson to realise the 
achievement he or she is capable of. We have high expectations that all learning is inclusive to all backgrounds and 
needs of the children. 

It is essential that we have high standards and great expectations for pupil achievement, always aiming for rapid 
improvements from the children’s individual starting point. 

We expect every teacher to be at least ‘good’ and to strive for excellence. 

Our Principles 

Our teaching and learning policy is based on our drivers. We believe that all education at Oldhill should be taught 
through our drivers. Our drivers are that we want our children to have enquiring, creative, independent minds; be 
good communicators; be good problem solvers; have a healthy futures 

Our drivers are delivered throughout our curriculum 

Curriculum Drivers: We encourage our children to: 

have enquiring, creative, 
independent minds, 
through: 

• Competitions 

• Explore 

• Research skills 

• Choices 

• Daily challenges 

• Reflective learning 

• Ask our own 
questions 

• make connections 
to ideas 

• encourage use of 
imagination 

• brainstorming 

 

be good communicators, 
 through: 

• Paired Talk 

• Debating  

• Presentations 

• Team Work 

• Letter Writing 

• BLOG/VLOG 

• Hot seating 

• Acting/Performing 

be good problem 
solvers,  
through: 

• Questioning 

• Experiments 

• Resiliences 

• Real life 
problems 

• Discovery 

• To Find 
Solutions 

have healthy futures, 
through: 

• First Aid 

• Cooking 

• Diet/Exercise 

• Recycle, Reuse, 
Reduce 

• Making correct 
choices  

• Campaigning 

• Emotional 
wellbeing 

• Open forums for 
discussions 

• safety 
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We want a Learning Community, so we aim to: 

• Create an excellent, stimulating learning environment. 

• Encourage children to take responsibility for their own learning. 

• Work with parents/carers as partners in the learning process. 

• Ensure high standards and expectations for all. 

• Provide equality within the curriculum so all children reach their full potential. 

• Create a hub in the community where we work together to provide better outcomes for whole families.” 

• Encourage inclusion for all.  

OBJECTIVES FOR CHILDREN OUR LEARNING COMMUNITY 

• Encourage lively, enquiring, independent minds 

• Develop excellent communication and listening skills. 

• Become problem solvers in all aspects of life. 

• Develop a deep understanding of literacy and math enabling children to thrive in their daily lives. 

• Develop all the skills needed for the children to be able to create and express themselves throughout 
the curriculum. 

• Promote a healthy lifestyle, the feeling of self-worth and well- being. 

• Secure a broad knowledge of British values so they can contribute positively to society and develop an 
appreciation of the local and global community; promoting citizenship. 

• Foster ambition and drive to be lifelong learners. 

To ensure our children develop we ensure all staff have an understanding of: 

• how learning environments support learning  
• what makes a great lesson and how children learn best 
• how planning and teaching supports learning 
• how parents and carers can support learning 

 

 


